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1 Introduction
There are many difficult questions commonly raised in considering a community development proposal. The public finance implications of
development proposals are a class of such questions, including:

How will the development increase property tax revenues?
How will the development effect the tax bills paid by citizens?
How will the property tax caps affect the budgets of the different government units?

Indiana’s rather unique approach to regulating individual tax bills through the 1-2-3 Property Tax Caps (also known as “circuit breakers”) combined
with numerous overlapping property taxing units means the answers to these questions are often complicated. One reason is that the answers
depend on complicated proposals, another is that there is room for discretion of policy makers under the budget process. Another reason is that
the rules governing the implementation of the property tax caps, as is extensively documented in Ross, Farrell, and Yang (2015), have the
consequence of making any taxing unit’s budget choice simultaneously dependent on those of all other overlapping taxing units.

The Local Development Public Finance Model is intended to ease some of the difficulty, providing a free, open-source, model that a user can
quickly learn and apply to study development proposals. At the time of this writing (February 19, 2020) the model has only been tested on the
counties of the Indiana Uplands, though a user could add the necessary data and inspect the results of the model.

The remainder of this document overviews the working of the model for those who wish to be able to use it for producing their own studies and
results. All of the software and data is freely available online, and allow for a user start doing their own analysis with just a minimal amount of
coding.

2 Conceptual Overview of Model
Like any model, the LDPF model takes user-provided inputs and transforms them into output. The inputs consist of four data files that must be
prepared carefully. The user then can lightly edit code in RStudio to call the LDPF Model and data to simulate the results. Two scenarios are
considered, one where local governments hold constant tax rates and spend any resulting property tax revenues (Constant Tax Rate) and another
where they use new property tax payments to lower property tax rates (Constant Tax Levy).

flowchart tab1 Pre: County Taxpayer Data tab5 RStudio: LDPF Model tab1->tab5 tab2 Post: County
Taxpayer Data tab2->tab5 tab3 County Budgets by Unit Fund tab3->tab5 tab4 Tax District by Unit Fund
Crosswalk tab4->tab5 tab6 Scenario 1: Constant Tax Rate tab5->tab6 tab7 Scenario 2: Constant Tax Levy
tab5->tab7 tab8 Results by Unit tab6->tab8 tab9 Results by Unit Fund tab6->tab9 tab10 Results by Unit
tab7->tab10 tab11 Results by Unit Fund tab7->tab11 tab12 Tax Rate Changes by Tax District tab7->tab12

TypeError: 'null' is not an object

2.1 Inputs (User Provided Data)
There are four user-provided datafiles that must be provided to the model, albeit by the model provides three by default.

Pre-Taxpayer Data: This is a datafile containing records on individual taxpayers before any development is to occur. For each taxapyer, it
contains the assessed value of their property holdings by property tax cap class, their tax district, their current tax district tax rate, and net
assessed value.
Post-Taxpayer Data: This is the datafile representing what the individual taxpayer data will look like after the development occurs. It will
contain updated assessed values and tax district membership.
County Budgets by Unit Fund: This is a datafile containing all taxing unit fund data (certified net assessed values, certified levies, certified
tax rates) for a given county. These are to be consistent with the Pre-Taxpayer Data.
Tax District by Unit Fund Crosswalk: This is a datafile which indicates the tax district to which each fund in every taxing unit belongs. The
model assumes these fund-to-tax district relationships will not be changed.

2.2 LDPF Model
In RStudio, the user provides a datapath for the model to find the four input datafiles and executes a command. From the Pre-Taxpayer Data the
model produces a baseline estimation of property tax cap, revenues, and levies that ignore indiosycratic factors like taxpayer late penalties and
fees. The model then uses the new Post-Taxpayer Data to recalculate these figures under two scenarios:

1. Constant tax rate scenario: It is assumed that with the new development(s), all taxing units retain the same tax rates by increasing their
budget levies for spending. The model estimates these new levies, property tax cap credits, and resulting property tax revenues for each
unit fund.

2. Constant levy scenario: It is assumed that with the new development(s), all taxing units retain the same budget levies and use the assessed
value growth to reduce their tax rates. The model uses this information to produce new tax rates by unit fund by accounging for the new
assessed value growth, then recalculates the new property tax cap credits and resulting property tax revenues for each fund.

2.2.1 Behind the Scenes: Calculations Inside the Model
The model begins in the Pre-Development individual taxpayer data, which contains information on Gross Assessed Values by taxpayer across
each property tax cap class, tax district, tax district tax rate, and net assessed value. For each taxpayer i in tax district j, the taxpayer’s maximum
taxbill is caluclated as

MaxTaxBillij = .01(Cap1GrossAVi) + .02(Cap2GrossAVi) + .03(Cap3GrossAVi)

Processing math: 35%
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.

The taxpayer’s gross tax bill is calculated from this same data using tax district rate as

GrossTaxBillij = τ jNetAVi.

The taxpayer’s net tax bill is the minimum of their maximum tax bill and the gross tax bill:

NetTaxBillij = max {MaxTaxBillij, GrossTaxBillij}.

For each taxpayer, these two fields are used to calculate the 1-2-3 property tax cap (PTC) credits which are revenue losses to be distributed
across the taxing units in the taxpayer’s tax district. These are calculated across each taxpayer as PTC_{ij}= GrossTaxBill_{ij} - NetTaxBill_{ij} .

These taxpayer-level calculations are then aggregated to the tax district level for levies, property tax revenues (PTRev) and property tax credits:
\begin{array}{rl} Levies_{j}= & \sum_{i}{GrossTaxBill_{ij}}\\ PTRev_{j}= & \sum_{i}NetTaxBill_{ij} \\ PTC_{j}= & \sum_{i}PTC_{ij} \end{array} .

These tax district level values are then to be distributed to the taxing unit funds that contributed to the tax district tax rates. For taxing unit u with
fund f in tax district j, the tax district tax rate is \tau_{j}=\sum_{uf\in j}\tau_{uf}. Therefore, we wish to know each unit fund’s share of tax rate j as
\psi_{ufj}=\tau_{uf}/\tau_{j}.

\begin{array}{rl} Levies_{uf}= & \sum_{j}\psi_{ufj}{GrossTaxBill_{j}}\\ PTRev_{uf}= & \sum_{j}\psi_{ufj}NetTaxBill_{j} \\ PTC_{uf}= &
\sum_{j}\psi_{ufj}PTC_{j} \end{array} .

The above calculations are used for unit-fund result calculations. They are further summed across funds by unit to get taxing unit-wide results:

\begin{array}{rl} Levies_{u}= & \sum_{f}{GrossTaxBill_{uf}}\\ PTRev_{u}= & \sum_{f}NetTaxBill_{uf} \\ PTC_{u}= & \sum_{f}PTC_{uf} \end{array}
These calculations will be replicated for the two counterfactual (constant tax rate and constant levy) scenarios using the post-development
taxpayer data. For the constant rate, this is a straight forward replication as the tax rates are assumed to not change, but the levies, property tax
revenues, and property tax cap losses will sum to different values as a result. For the constant levy assumption, the model recalculates the net
assessed values and net certified tax rates for each tax district as a result of the new values given in the model. With those new rates, the above
calculations are repeated.

2.3 Output (Model Results)
The model produces 9 filescompares each scenario to the baseline estimates as .csv files:

BaselineUnitFund.csv: Based on the Pre-Development Taxpayer data and the submitted County Budgets, these are the predicted levies
(Levies), property tax revenues (PTRev), and property tax credits (PTC) for each taxing unit’s fund in the county.
BaselineUnit.csv: Same results as previous, but summed across the funds to the taxing units.
ConstantRateUnitFund.csv: Based on the Post-Development Taxpayer data and the submitted County Budgets, these are the predicted
levies (Levies), property tax revenues (PTRev), and property tax credits (PTC) for each taxing unit’s fund in the county assuming all taxing
unit tax rates are unchanged.
ConstantRateUnit.csv: Same results as previous, but summed across the funds to the taxing units.
ConstantLevyUnitFund.csv: Based on the Post-Development Taxpayer data, the submitted county budgets are assumed remain levy
constant so that the tax rates are revised. These are the predicted levies (Levies), property tax revenues (PTRev), and property tax credits
(PTC) for each taxing unit’s fund in the county assuming all taxing unit tax rates are unchanged.
ConstantLevyUnit.csv: Same results as previous, but summed across the funds to the taxing units.
TaxRates.csv: Baseline and New Tax Rates by Tax District for the Constant Levy Model.
ConstantCHGUnit.csv: The total dollar change from the baseline for each scenario by unit. PTC.CR represents PTC in
ConstantRateUnitFund.csv minus BaselineUnit.csv, and similarly PTC.CL is ConstantLevyUnitFund.csv minus BaselineUnit.csv. These
naming designations continue for the Levies and PTRev results, with “.CR” and “.CL” representing constant rate and constant levy result
calculations, respectively.
ConstantPCTCHGUnit.csv: Same as previous, but calculated as “percent changes” from the baseline. Before taking the difference
between the scenario value and the baseline, each value is transformed using the inverse hyperbolic sine function. If Levies.CR for a unit is
0.10, then this implies that the Constant Tax Rate Scenario increased the unit’s total levies by 10%.

The last two files in the above list are the most useful files for the analysis.

3 Software Installation
The LDPF model is programmed in R, which is a free open-source language popular in data analysis in model simulation. R is the program
langauge, and users typically interact with it through another more user-friently interface like RStudio. To begin, you should follow these steps:

1. Download and install a recent release of the R programming language from https://www.r-project.org/. 

2. After R is installed from step 1, download and install a “Desktop” version of RStudio from https://rstudio.com/. 

3. Download the LDPF.zip the model. Extract all its contents to a permanent location on your computer that is easy to find. 

https://www.r-project.org/
https://rstudio.com/
https://iu.box.com/shared/static/3wi5ey7ggd6rufw3ay8kk4erdk8mcfn0.zip


4 Preparing Data for the Model
The LDPF model expects the user to provide data formatted in a very particular manner with necessary variable names. To facillitate this, data is
imported with the expectations that it is formatted according to data file formats required under state law (50 IAC 26-20) for data submission to the
Department of Local Government Finance. The state requires counties to submit the individual taxpayer data and the county taxpayer data, which
is made available at Indiana Gateway at https://gateway.ifionline.org/public/download.aspx.

4.1 Individual Taxpayer Data
The Individual Taxpayer data formatting is based on those provided via the Indiana Gateway. All taxbills for 2018Pay2019 are included with the
LDPF model zip download, and the .txt file can be imported for the model with the following code, using Monroe county as an example:

taxbill="Data\\TaxBill_Monroe_53_2018P2019.txt"
w<-c(25,25,1,80,60,30,30,10,3,60,30,10,3,3,4,4,14,14,14,14,14,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,1
2,12,12,6,14,14,14,14,14,14,1)
cnames=c("ParcelNum","AuditID","PropertyType","TaxpayerName","TPAddress","TPCity","TPState","TPZIP","TPCTRY","Prop
Address","PropCity","PropZIP","TaxDistrict","StateDistrict","Township","School","LatePPPenalty","UVPPRPenalty","Pr
iorD","PriorPenalty","TotalBill","AVLand","AVImprove","TotalAV","AVLandCap1","AVImprovCap1","AVNHRLandCap2","AVNHR
ImprovCap2","AVCommLandCap2","AVCommImprovCap2","AVLTCLandCap2","AVLTCImprovCap2","AVFarmCap2","AVMobileLandCap2",
"AVLandCap3","AVImprovCap3","AVPPLocal","AVPPState","AV_TIF","GrossAV","NetAV","LocalTaxRate","GrossTaxDue","Local
TaxRelief","PropertyTaxCap","NetTaxDue","OtherCharges","OverdueTaxes","Blind")
TAXDATA<-read.fwf(taxbill, widths=w, skip=1,col.names=cnames, fill=TRUE)
TAXDATA[is.na(TAXDATA)]<-0
write.csv(TAXDATA, file="Data\\MonroePreTaxBill.csv")

The downloaded file is a fixed delimited text file and contains many more variables than are needed for the model. Look at your LDPF folder to find
the other tabill file names if another county is desired (e.g. “Brown_07”, “Crawford_13”, etc.).

The last line of the above code (write.csv) saves to the LDPF folder a new CSV file named “MonroePre-TaxBill”. This will be easier for me to edit in
a spreadsheet program like Excel to create the desired Post Tax Data. In a spreadsheet, the user could edit the “MonroePreTaxBill.csv” file to
depict it after the devlopment occurs, then saving it as a new file to match the new developent proposal (e.g., “MonroePostTaxBill.csv”). Note that
the only variables actually required are new values for the assessed value by cap (e.g. “AVImprovCap1”,“AVImprovCap1”,…,“AVImprovCap3”), the
State’s identifier for the tax district (“StateDistrict”), and the “NetAV” column. The other identifiers and indicators do not need to be included or
correct. That could then be read back into RStudio using a command like this:

NewTaxData<-read.csv(file="Data\\MonroePostTaxBill.csv", header=TRUE,sep=",")

If it is desired to download more recent data or start from scratch, the Indiana Gateway provides the raw data. To download the individual taxpayer
data, proceed to https://gateway.ifionline.org/public/download.aspx and download the “TaxBill” data for the county of interest to a location on your
computer that you can find. The illustrative results in use this as the “Pre-Development Taxpayer Data.”

Source: Indiana Gateway Screenshot Dated 12/29/2019

In the above code, the user would edit the path for “taxbill=” to where the downloaded text file can be found, as well as the “write.csv” file to where
they want the new file saved and how it should be named.

4.2 Budget Data
The file format for the budget data is based on the 2019 Local Budget Report retrieved at http://in.gov/dlgf/8379.htm.

https://gateway.ifionline.org/public/download.aspx
https://gateway.ifionline.org/public/download.aspx
http://in.gov/dlgf/8379.htm


Source: Indiana Department of Local Government Finance Screenshot Dated 12/30/2019

Downloading this Excel file (either through DLGF or using the one provided in the LDPF.zip), editing budgets if that is desired, and saving it as a
tab delimited text file will hold the budget data in the desired format for the LDPF model.

Unit.Fund.Budget<- read.delim("2019_Certifed_Budget_Levy_CNAV_Rate_by_Fund.txt",header=TRUE, "\t")

The data to be inported into the model will lool like this, using the first 10 rows of Adams County as an example:

Year County.Code County.Name Unit.Type.Code Unit.Type.Name Unit.Code Unit.Name Fund.Code Fund.Name Certified.Budget Certified.Levy Certified.Net.Assessed.Valuation Certified.Gross.Tax.Rate

2019 1 Adams 1 County 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 100000 0 1521446887 0.0000

2019 1 Adams 1 County 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

101 GENERAL 13538321 7721343 1521446887 0.5075

2019 1 Adams 1 County 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

124 2015
REASSESSMENT

201250 190181 1521446887 0.0125

2019 1 Adams 1 County 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

590 CUMULATIVE
COURT HOUSE

340000 57815 1521446887 0.0038

2019 1 Adams 1 County 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

702 HIGHWAY 4275143 0 1521446887 0.0000

2019 1 Adams 1 County 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

706 LOCAL ROAD &
STREET

306000 0 1521446887 0.0000

2019 1 Adams 1 County 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

790 CUMULATIVE
BRIDGE

845000 742466 1521446887 0.0488

2019 1 Adams 1 County 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

801 HEALTH 393910 260167 1521446887 0.0171

2019 1 Adams 1 County 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

1192 CUMULATIVE
JAIL

240000 456434 1521446887 0.0300

2019 1 Adams 1 County 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

1301 PARK &
RECREATION

144428 121716 1521446887 0.0080

4.3 Tax District by Unit Fund Crosswalk File
The LDPF.zip package comes loaded with the Pay 2019 Crosswalk file, so any preferred changes to this file using a spreadsheet editor like Excel
(provided it is still saved as a CSV file) can be made and the data be read into R using the following command:

TaxDistrict<- read.delim("Data\\Pay 2019 Unit Fund Taxing District Crosswalk.csv",header=TRUE, ",")

Using the first 10 rows of Adams County as an example, the file format will appear like this:

County.Code County.Name Unit.Type.Code Unit.Code Unit.Name Fund.Code Fund.Name Taxing.District

1 Adams 1 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 1

1 Adams 1 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 2

1 Adams 1 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 3

1 Adams 1 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 4

1 Adams 1 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 5

1 Adams 1 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 6

1 Adams 1 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 7

1 Adams 1 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 8

1 Adams 1 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 9

1 Adams 1 0 ADAMS
COUNTY

61 RAINY DAY 10

4.4 Executing the Model
In RStudio, the user must define the directory where the model is to be found, import the properly formatted data then call it into the function
LDPFM(). The model requires the county number defined by the state and the four input datasets.

source("LDPFM.R")
LDPFM(cn,TAXDATA,NewTaxData,cnldata,districtdata)

Replace in the above: * “TAXDATA” with the name of the pre-development tax bill data; * “NewTaxData” with the name of the user-created post-
development tax bill data; * “cnldata” with the name of your budget and levy data; * “districtdata” with the tax district cross walk file.

Assuming you named your input data the same as in the list given here, you would run this for Monroe County by replacing cn=53:

source("LDPFM.R")
LDPFM(53,TAXDATA,NewTaxData,cnldata,districtdata)

After a few moments, the “Results” folder will contain the results of the tax bill data.

https://iu.box.com/shared/static/3wi5ey7ggd6rufw3ay8kk4erdk8mcfn0.zip


5 Example: Replicating the CRE Study
A starting example a user could work quickly from is by editing the file “Demo - Study Results.R” which provide the results for the Housing Supply
Expansion and Local Government Finances in the Indiana Uplands report. To do this, open RStudio.

Next, open the “Demo - Study Results.R” script by navigating to where you saved the model in step 3 of section 3 by going to File…Open File…

The code below will appear, for which the user would update the “Path” on line 5 to find where the model was saved. The model is currentlly set to
reproduce the results for Brown County by the line “cn=7” on line 9, but this can be changed to any of the other counties in the list.

#Set Path of Where to Find the Model
Path<-"C:\\Users\\justross\\Dropbox\\LDPF\\"

#Set County County Number to select county(cn=)
cn=7
#Brown        7
#Crawford     13
#Daviess      14
#Dubois       19
#Greene       28
#Lawrence     47
#Martin       51
#Monroe       53
#Orange       59
#Owen         60
#Washington   88

if(cn==7){
  countyname="Brown"
  cn2="07"}
if(cn==13){
  countyname="Crawford"
  cn2="13"}
if(cn==14){
  countyname="Daviess"
  cn2="14"}
if(cn==19){

https://iu.box.com/shared/static/9kjfnl84qgi8pimzbrw06843ls6dcpww.html
https://iu.box.com/shared/static/9kjfnl84qgi8pimzbrw06843ls6dcpww.html


  countyname="Dubois"
  cn2="19"}
if(cn==28){
  countyname="Greene"
  cn2="28"}
if(cn==47){
  countyname="Lawrence"
  cn2="47"}
if(cn==51){
  countyname="Martin"
  cn2="51"}
if(cn==53){
  countyname="Monroe"
  cn2="53"}
if(cn==59){
  countyname="Orange"
  cn2="59"}
if(cn==60){
  countyname="Owen"
  cn2="60"}
if(cn==88){
  countyname="Washington"
  cn2="88"}

realparcel=paste(Path,"Data\\RealParcel_",countyname,"_",cn2,"_2018P2019.txt",sep="")
resultspath=paste(Path,"Results\\",countyname,"\\", sep="")
taxbill=paste("Data\\TaxBill_",countyname,"_",cn2,"_2018P2019.txt", sep="")
cnldata="Data\\2019_Certifed_Budget_Levy_CNAV_Rate_by_Fund.txt"
districtdata="Data\\Pay 2019 Unit Fund Taxing District Crosswalk.csv"

############################################################
#IMPORT USEFUL DATA
############################################################
setwd(Path)
source("ModelDevelopment\\RandRedevelop.R")
source("ModelDevelopment\\LDPFM.R")

#Taxbill File
#Page 36
w<-c(25,25,1,80,60,30,30,10,3,60,30,10,3,3,4,4,14,14,14,14,14,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,12,1
2,12,12,6,14,14,14,14,14,14,1)
cnames=c("ParcelNum","AuditID","PropertyType","TaxpayerName","TPAddress","TPCity","TPState","TPZIP","TPCTRY","Prop
Address","PropCity","PropZIP","TaxDistrict","StateDistrict","Township","School","LatePPPenalty","UVPPRPenalty","Pr
iorD","PriorPenalty","TotalBill","AVLand","AVImprove","TotalAV","AVLandCap1","AVImprovCap1","AVNHRLandCap2","AVNHR
ImprovCap2","AVCommLandCap2","AVCommImprovCap2","AVLTCLandCap2","AVLTCImprovCap2","AVFarmCap2","AVMobileLandCap2",
"AVLandCap3","AVImprovCap3","AVPPLocal","AVPPState","AV_TIF","GrossAV","NetAV","LocalTaxRate","GrossTaxDue","Local
TaxRelief","PropertyTaxCap","NetTaxDue","OtherCharges","OverdueTaxes","Blind")
TAXDATA<-read.fwf(taxbill, widths=w, skip=1,col.names=cnames, fill=TRUE)
TAXDATA[is.na(TAXDATA)]<-0

#Create New Tax Bill Data using the old data with 1% of its undeveloped parcels redeveloped.
seed=12345
nparcels<-round(0.01*nrow(TAXDATA),0)
NewTaxData<-RandRedevelop(TAXDATA,nparcels,seed)

#Run the model
LDPFM(cn,TAXDATA,NewTaxData,cnldata,districtdata)

After updating the Path and (if desired) the county number lines, have RStudio “Run” the entire code by using the mouse to highlight all of the code
inside the script, or by clicking the code with the right-mouse button and choosing “select all”:

While the code is still selected, go to Code…Run Selected Line(s):

The Console in the bottom left side of the screen will be busy with activity for a few seconds to a few minutes depending mostly on the size of the
taxbill data, as larger counties will take more time to process than smaller ones. Warnings will appear throughout, they can mostly be ignored so
long as they do not pertain to the lines of code you edited (the path to find the data or the county number). When it is finsihed, the “Results” folder
will now be populated with the result files that were listed in section 2.3.



If the user wanted to study a different proposal than the 1% random selection the study investigated, then the above code would be to delete and
replace

#Create New Tax Bill Data using the old data with 1% of its undeveloped parcels redeveloped.
seed=12345
nparcels<-round(0.01*nrow(TAXDATA),0)
NewTaxData<-RandRedevelop(TAXDATA,nparcels,seed)

with their own NewTaxData file following the guidance in section 4.1.

6 Limitations of the Model
The model’s predictions are only as accurate as the data going into that model. Errors will inevitably arise if the actual data differs from that which
is submitted to the model. Even with perfect data, reality will differ from the level results because the model “standardizes” the baseline to ignore
idiosycratic taxpayer conditions, such as late penalties and fees that might affect their taxes due.

Another potentially more significant difference is that the current version of the model does not recognize funds backed by property tax cap exempt
school referendums. The model takes all fund tax rates as if they count against the property tax cap. If a user wishes to remedy this, these steps
would do so:

1. For each tax district, subtract the tax rates of exempt funds to find a new tax district rate. Use these tax district rates as the “LocalTaxRate”
in the Pre-Development Taxpayer data.

2. Delete the rows from the budget data and tax district fund crosswalk any rows that are exempt funds.
3. With these modifications to the input data, run the model and gather the results.
4. If you wish to modify the unit results to include the levies and property tax revenues, for each units exempt fund multiply their tax rates by

their certified net assessed values. Add this result to both the Levies and PTRev by unit results.

Lastly, the results reported by unit fund do not account for whether these funds are protected from property tax caps. For instance, bonds that must
be repaid have non-exempt tax supported funds will cause circuit breaker credits, but the credits must be counted against non-protected funds.
Therefore, the unit-fund results depict the circuit breaker credits attributable to the funds regardless of how the actual distribution of those losses
will occur in the budget process.

7 Questions? Requests?
Contact Professor Justin Ross at justross@indiana.edu with questions on using the model or suggestions for additional features to be included in
future updates. If you have a specific development proposal you wish to have examined using the model, send your request to Professor Ross.
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